Introduction
Let u, v weight functions on Rn, n >_ 1 (Le . nonnegative locally integrable functions) . The Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator is given by (Mf) (x) = sup { Throughout this paper Q will denote a cube with sides parallel to the co-ordinate planes. It is fundamental in analysis to characterize the pairs of nonnegative weights (u, v) for which ( 1) IIMfIILú < CIIfIIL, for all functions f(1 < p < oo, C = C(n, p, u, v) > 0); here 11911 L, denotes (fR I gI rw dx) l/r , and dx the Lebesgue measure on Rn . Muckenhoupt [Mu] showed that inequality (1) for u = v holds if and only if We write v E Ap. This condition can be viewed as a particular case of (u, v) E A(p), Le. It is clear that (u, v) E A(p) is a necessary condition for (1), but in general it is not a sufficient condition (see [Mu] for a countrexample) . A special case of a Sawyer's result [Sa2] shows that (1) is in fact equivalent to (u, v) E S(p), Le.
II(Mv -1/(P-1 )1Q)1QIILú <_ SII1QIILP-1/(P-1) < oo for all cubes Q . was characterized by Sawyer [Sa 2] by the condition (u, v) E S(s, p, q), Le.
However for u = v, it is not obvious that (v, v) E A(p) implies (v, v) E S(p)
II(Msv -1/(P-1)1Q) 1 QIILu <_ SIIIQIILP-'/(P-1) < oo for all cubes Q.
A necessary condition for (2) here 1Q 1 Q denotes fQ Q dx .
If do, E A,, then do, E Bó for some S > 0 Le. a ¡ E l, < C ( E, ) for all cubes Q and all mesurable sets E with E C Q .
Q -But, as we will see, there are measures dp such that dp E Bó and dp, A,,. First it is known [Ga-FY] In Section 1 we begin to state our main result (see Theorem I) . Then we give growth conditions (see Proposition II) which are more useful than those used in our result. In Section 2 with the usual weights u(x) = xjO, v(x) = Ixla we recall how to realize the A(s, p, q) condition (see Proposition IV) . In order to answer the above questions we reviewed how Ap => D,, and Ap ==> RD In this paper we always adopt the convention 0 -oo = 0. From condition A(-D, p, q) and the Lebesgue theorem whenever u =,,~0, we see that it is necessary to suppose Now we can state our main result:
Theorem I. Let 1 < p < q < oo and let 4D be a function which satisfies Hl)-2-3.
whenever one of the following condition is satisfied :
If B is the constant in the condition on da then the constant in S(D, p, q) takes the form S = ABc(4), n) in case of i), and S = AB1/P c(4) , n) in case of ii), here c(,D, n) > 0 depends only on (D and n. Consequently, for the case of the fractional maximal operator, we can state Proposition III.
Let 1 < p <-q < oo, 0 <_ s < n, and [p-1 -q-1] <_ (s/n) . Then (u, v) E S(s, p, q) is equivalent to (u, v) E A(s, p, q) if one of the following holds:
Applications and furthers results
Assume the condition A(s,p, q) holds for a constant A > 0 . It is also equivalent to ask Taking u(x) = ixi a , v(x) = jxja we obtain Proposition IV. Assume i) 1 <p< q < oo, 0 < s < n, [p -1 -q -1 ] < (s/n) ; ii) -n < a < n(p -1) ; iii) ps -n < a; iv)~3 = (q/p) (n + a) -qs -n; and define u(x) = ixiO, v(x) = jxja . Then (u, v) E A(s, p, q) .
The condition ii) is equivalent to v E Ap. Now we recall a known result, yielding D, or RD from the Ap condition .
Proposition V.
A) Let 1 < p < oo, and w E Ap for a constant A > 0 . Then w E Dp i.e.
ItQlw < Dtnp lQjw for all cabes Q and all t > 1 ; here D = Ap.
B) Let 1 < r < co, and w E RH,1( r_1) ¡ .e .
1 r ¡ -PQ -1 1 fQ w fT~(r-1)11 < R (fQ, JQ w) for all cabes Q j , then w E RD11r with the constant R .
If w E Ap then it is known ([Ga-Fr]) that w E RHl+P for some p > 0 (which depends on n, p, w) and so w E RD for some v E]0, 1[ . Proposition V can be merely seen by the use of the Hdlder inequality.
Proposition VI. Let 1 < r < co, ,y E lié and w(x) = ixl'y . If -n < min(-y,-yr) then w E RHr and so w E RDl-(j1,) . Lemma 3 .
With the same hypothesis as in Lemma 2, one can find a subcube Q1
of QO such that (Mb,Qo1QoQ)(z) < 4 (~2(Q~) IQ, I,) for all z E Qo . IQ11
We postpone the proofs below, and we first show how Theorem I is derived from these lemmas .
Proof of Theorem I. Let Qo be a cube and let f be a function whose support is contained in Qo . Firstly it is clear that For the converse we use the growth properties H)1-2 of 4). Let Q be a cube which contains x, with x E Qo . We suppose that Qo does not contain Q (otherwise there is nothing to prove) . We distinguish two cases.
1) For IQoI :5 IQI :
Let Q1 be a cube with the same center as Qo but with the lengths 31Q1 1 /' . Since ri < 1 we first have It results that
2)ForIQl<¡Qol :
One can find a cube Q2 C Qo such that IQI = 1Q21, Q n Qo Q C 3Q2 . Hence we get for all cubes Q0, Q1 with Q1 C Q0 .
Suppose also do, E D, . Let Q be a cube and t >_ 1. Taking Q1 = Q and Q0 = tQ and using the fact that do, E D,, for some E' >_ 1 (see Proposition VIII) we obtain 1 D_1 < IQI' < B IQIu \ p~q tn`7 ItQI, -( Since [p-1 -q-1 ] < (s/n) we only have to estimate
(see Section 2) .
(<R ) (ly1<R Using the two equivalentes aboev this last quantity is equivalent to
Proof of Proposition VI. Let -n < min(-y, yr), and let B be the ball B(xo, R) . T < D(n, y) (FQ 1 f, w) for all cubes Q and hence w dx E RH, .
Proof of Proposition VII: Let u(x) = v-11(p-1)(x) =~xi -faAp-1)1 . Note that du E Ap and so do, E D,,,, (see Proposition V). If ce _< 0, then -n < y = -al (p -1) < -yr for all r > 1 . Choose r > 1 with (n/s) <_ r then from Proposition VI: do, E D,>,> f1 RD1_(11,) with [1 -(s/n)] <_ v = [1 -(1/r)] . To obtain the same conclusion for a > 0, we Choose r > 1 such that (n/s) <_ r < [n(p -1)/a], and so -n < yr < y.
Finally using Propositions IV-III and the Sawyer theorem [Sa2] theñ IMs f IIL<l < chi f II LP for all functions f.
Proof of part B ofProposition VIII:
We need the following lemmas whose proofs will be given below. 
